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comparative perspectives  

Women’s political participation in Central Asia was partially inherited from the soviet times and 

was quite drastically and in various ways was transformed by newly independent states. As 

access to power by women was often rhetorical in soviet times, it was in the same way rhetorical 

in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. The rhetoric nevertheless brought some institutional 

changes during the initial transition of 90s and the years that followed it. These rhetoric and 

transition have been affected by norms and standards that were coming externally, which did not 

collide necessarily directly with the soviet legacy, but were contested and as a result transformed 

the way women’s political participation have been viewed and practiced.   

This study looks at the political rhetoric of presidents of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan 

for the period of 1990-2015 from the perspective of participation of women in politics. The 

overall rhetorical significance of the issue is quite limited, i.e. the issue not frequently mentioned, 

especially in important speeches (annual addresses, speeches in the parliament, etc.). However, 

what the framing of the issue has been transformed in various ways. What was similar in many 

regards across countries is placing the role of the women in many general remarks (and 

especially on the women’s day speeches) as being traditionally understood belonging to the 

family. Belongingness to state building of soviet times’ rhetoric was substituted by belonging to 

the nation building with a particular traditional gender role. The contested aspect of this frame 

was contested occasionally in Kyrgyzstan mostly with reference to active civil society where the 

role of women was higher than of men during the transition. Analysis of political rhetoric was 

accompanied by analysis of institutional transformation (including relevant changes in laws) and 

of interviews which were conducted three countries.  

The discourse about women’s role in public life was concomitant with institutional 

transformations which on one hand were reflecting rhetoric of country leaders, and on the other 

hand was happening in a parallel and somewhat detached manner. This paper argues about the 

performative significance of the gender politics (incl. women’s political participation) explaining 

that detachment. Performative politics is important also when there is congruence between the 

rhetoric and actual policy (women’s committees in Uzbekistan is mostly the point to the case).   

Rhetoric about women’s political participation has not been much affected by external norms 

and standards, since much of the reasoning was framed which need to be resonating with local 

audiences and for domestically driven reasons. Institutional transformation was more prone to 

some influence exerted from outside, but countries varied much in this regard not only in relation 

to the salience of external norms, but also in regard to the forms of this transformation.     


